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Highlights 

 Proposing “transcoding 3D shape representations” for unsupervised feature learning. 

 Implementing the approach as a DNN called Shape Auto-Transcoder (SAT). 

 Evaluating SAT under scenarios of retrieval and classification of 3D shapes. 
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1. Introduction  

3D shape model has seen widespread applications in such 

areas as mechanical design, computer graphics, autonomous 
robotics, and medical diagnosis. To effectively organize the 3D 

models, technologies for shape similarity-based indexing, 

clustering, or retrieval of 3D shapes have become necessary. 

Typically, shape similarities among 3D models are computed by 

using 3D shape features, or 3D shape descriptors, that 

characterize shapes of 3D models as multidimensional vectors. 
Accurate yet compact 3D shape feature is essential for effective 

and efficient comparison among a large number of 3D shapes. 

Recently, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) that directly or 

indirectly process 3D shapes have been proposed [1][2][3][4]. 

The DNNs take as their input 3D shapes defined by one of 

diverse shape representations, for example, 3D point set [1], 
voxels [2], polygonal mesh [3], or multi-view 2D images [4]. 

Most of the DNNs learn the 3D shape features in a supervised 

manner by associating the 3D shapes with semantic labels. 

However, the existing labeled 3D model datasets are small in size 

and lack diversity due to cost of annotation. Consequently, an 

effective supervised learning of DNN for 3D shape feature is 
often not practicable. 

Insufficiency of labeled 3D shapes has prompted studies on 

unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature. Unsupervised 

approach potentially allows learning of 3D shape features from 

an unlabeled yet large collection of 3D shapes. However, 

unsupervised learning is more challenging than supervised 

learning. To overcome the challenge, surrogate tasks are 
employed to train DNNs using the unlabeled 3D shapes. One of 

the most representative surrogate tasks is autoencoding, or self-

reconstruction. Each of the recently proposed 3D shape 

autoencoders processes a single 3D shape representation. For 

example, Sharma et al. [5] proposed the volumetric autoencoder 

for processing 3D shapes represented as voxels. Yang et al. [6] 
proposed the autoencoder tailored to 3D point sets. Zhu et al. [7] 

and Leng et al. [8] devised 3D shape matching methods using the 

autoencoder that accepts 3D shapes rendered as a set of 2D 

images. These studies showed that the 3D shape autoencoders 

could produce 3D shape features more accurate than 

conventional handcrafted 3D shape features. However, accuracy 
of the 3D shape features learned by using the 3D shape 

autoencoders is still insufficient for many practical applications. 

We suspect that insufficient accuracy of the autoencoder-

based 3D shape features stems from limited expressive power of 

input 3D shape representation. Any one of shape representation, 

e.g., 3D point set, voxels, or multiview 2D images, would have 
difficulty in fully describing 3D geometry of the 3D shapes. For 

example, 3D point set is unstructured data. Thus, it is unable to 

explicitly represent surfaces of the 3D shapes and connections 

among their parts. Voxel representation usually has low 

resolution (e.g., 32
3
) to contain computational cost. Such coarse 

voxel grids fail to represent shape details. Multiview rendering of 
3D shape generally does not capture internal structure of the 3D 

shape. Using a single 3D shape representation for training limits 

effective learning of 3D shape feature. 

ABST RACT  

 

Unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature is a challenging yet important problem for organizing a large 

collection of 3D shape models that do not have annotations. Recently proposed neural network-based 

approaches attempt to learn meaningful 3D shape feature by autoencoding a single 3D shape representation 

such as voxel, 3D point set, or multiview 2D images. However, using single shape representation isn’t 

sufficient in training an effective 3D shape feature extractor, as none of existing shape representation can 

fully describe geometry of 3D shapes by itself. In this paper, we propose to use transcoding across multiple 

3D shape representations as the unsupervised method to obtain expressive 3D shape feature. A neural 

network called Shape Auto-Transcoder (SAT) learns to extract 3D shape features via cross-prediction of 

multiple heterogeneous 3D shape representations. Architecture and training objective of SAT are carefully 

designed to obtain effective feature embedding. Experimental evaluation using 3D model retrieval and 3D 

model classification scenarios demonstrates high accuracy as well as compactness of the proposed 3D shape 

feature. The code of SAT is available at https://github.com/takahikof/ShapeAutoTranscoder 
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Fig. 1. This paper proposes a novel approach to unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature via transcoding. Using the approach, Shape 

Auto-Transcoder (SAT) learns 3D shape feature by transcoding, or cross-converting, across multiple 3D shape representations.  

embedded feature 

Our goal here is to obtain expressive and compact 3D shape 

features under the framework of unsupervised learning. To 

achieve this goal, we propose a simple yet effective approach to 

unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature. Our key idea is to 

take advantage of information in multiple 3D shape 
representations by means of “transcoding”. Here, the term 

“transcoding” means cross-conversion between pairs of 3D shape 

representations. The idea substantially differs from the 

conventional approaches that autoencode just one 3D shape 

representation. Fig. 1 illustrates proposed Shape Auto-Transcoder 

(SAT) DNN. SAT synergistically learns expressive 3D shape 
feature via transcoding across multiple shape representations, 

each of which should capture different aspects of 3D geometry of 

3D shapes. During the training, encoder DNNs embed multiple 

input shape representations of a 3D shape into a low-dimensional 

latent feature space shared among the input representations. After 

feature embedding, the latent features are “shuffled” and then fed 
into decoder DNNs to reconstruct shape representations possibly 

different from their respective input representations. Effective 

training of SAT is achieved by using objective functions tailored 

for unsupervised feature embedding. In addition to shape 

reconstruction loss, feature agglomeration loss is used to 

consistently align distributions of embedded features across 
shape representations. 

After the training, the encoders of SAT are used as feature 

extractors. A properly trained SAT should embed a 3D shape at a 

point, or, nearly a point, in the common feature space regardless 

of shape representation used. The feature can then be used to 

compare 3D shapes having same (e.g., voxel) or different (e.g., 
voxel and point set) shape representations. 

We empirically evaluate the 3D shape feature learned by SAT 

under scenarios of 3D shape retrieval and 3D shape classification. 

Experimental results demonstrate that SAT produces 3D shape 

feature more accurate than the existing unsupervised approaches 

that learn from a single 3D shape representation. 

Contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows. 

• Proposing an approach for unsupervised learning of 3D shape 

feature via transcoding across multiple 3D shape 

representations. 

• Implementing the approach as a DNN called Shape Auto-

Transcoder (SAT). SAT is trained by using objective 
functions tailored to it. 

• Empirically evaluating the SAT by using scenarios of 3D 

shape retrieval and 3D shape classification. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is 

reviewed in Section 2 and our proposed approach is described in 

Section 3. Section 4 reports experimental results. Finally, 

conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 5. 

2. Related work 

2.1. Unsupervised learning of 2D image feature 

Unsupervised feature learning has become a hot research topic 

especially in the field of 2D image analysis. Much effort has been 

made to obtain meaningful visual features from a large collection 

of unlabeled 2D images. Recently proposed approaches often 
involve unsupervised learning of 2D-Convolutional Neural 

Network (2D-CNN). Since labels are unavailable, the 2D-CNNs 

are trained by self-supervision, where supervisory signals are 

created from unlabeled input 2D images.  

Autoencoder (AE) [9] is a powerful framework for 

unsupervised feature learning. AE comprises a pair of an encoder 
DNN and a decoder DNN. The encoder, which acts as a feature 

extractor, embeds input data to a low-dimensional latent feature 

space. The decoder attempts to reconstruct the input from the 

latent feature. Learning via self-reconstruction is stable. That is, 

training of AEs usually converges to one of suboptimal solutions 

that can reconstruct diverse training data.  

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [10][11] learns data 

generation and feature extraction in an unsupervised manner. A 

GAN consists of a generator DNN and a discriminator DNN. The 

generator attempts to produce realistic data. The discriminator 

tries to classify its input either as real data or fake data, the latter 

of which is produced by the generator. Visual features derived 
from the trained discriminator typically outperform features 

learned by using AEs [10][11]. However, training of GAN is 

often unstable since maintaining balance between the generator 

and the discriminator is difficult [12].  

In addition to 2D image, AE and GAN are also applicable to 

3D shape as described in Section 2.2. Other unsupervised 
approaches for visual feature learning include, for example, 

predicting context of image patches [13]，colorizing images [14], 

classifying pseudo classes created from unlabeled images 

[15][16]. However, these approaches cannot be directly applied 

to 3D shape since their DNN architectures and training objectives 

are designed specifically for 2D image. 

2.2. Unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature 

Traditional 3D shape matching algorithms employed 
handcrafted 3D shape features [17]. These algorithms are 

designed for feature extraction from such 3D shape 

                  



representations as manifold mesh [18][19], 3D point set [20][21], 

voxels [22][23], and multi-view 2D images [24][25]. The 
handcrafted features work reasonably well in many applications 

that require 3D shape matching. However, the handcrafted 

features are not data driven, that is, not optimized for a specific 

dataset to be analyzed. 

Data-driven approaches thus have been proposed to obtain 

expressive 3D shape feature. Sharma et al. [5], Brock et al. [26], 
and Wang et al. [45] proposed volumetric autoencoders that 

accept 3D shapes represented as voxels. Wu et al. [27] devised a 

GAN for voxels called 3D-GAN. These voxel-based DNNs 

capture hierarchical geometric feature of 3D shape by using 3D-

Convolutional Neural Network (3D-CNN). Yang et al. [6] 

proposed FoldingNet, which is an autoencoder for 3D point set. 
The encoder part of FoldingNet first computes per-point features 

by using a neighborhood graph structure of 3D points. The per-

point features are then aggregated, by max pooling, to a latent 

feature per 3D shape that is invariant against permutation of input 

3D points. The decoder of FoldingNet reconstructs shape of the 

input point set by deforming a 2D regular grid. Achlioptas et al. 
[28] proposed the GAN for 3D point set called Latent GAN. To 

stabilize its training, Latent GAN generates and classifies latent 

shape features learned by using AE, rather than raw 3D point sets. 

VIP-GAN by Han et al. [46] is a GAN tailored to multiview 2D 

images. Zhu et al. [7] and Leng et al. [8] utilized 2D-CNNs to 

learn visual features of 3D shapes which are represented as sets 
of multiview 2D images. Hausdorff distance is used to compare 

the sets of visual features extracted from the 2D views. 

Those DNN-based unsupervised approaches above are able to 

learn 3D shape features more powerful than the pre-DNN, 

handcrafted ones. We argue, however, that accuracy of the 

features using DNN-based unsupervised approach can be 
improved further. We postulate that accuracy of the current 

DNN-based approaches is limited because they use single shape 

representation as their source of information. As we mentioned in 

Section 1, by recruiting more than one shape representations with 

their mutually complementary geometrical information, we 

should be able to learn more expressive feature. 

2.3. Cross-modal autoencoder 

Cross-modal autoencoders, or cross-modal AEs, have been 
widely studied in the field of cross-modal information retrieval 

[29]. Cross-modal AEs enable similarity comparison among data 

from different domains (e.g., texts and 2D images) by learning 

their common latent feature space. Similar to the standard, 

unimodal AEs described in Section 2.1, cross-modal AEs can be 

trained in an unsupervised fashion via reconstructing multimodal 
input data. Earlier cross-modal AEs [30][31][32] have DNN 

architectures and training objectives tailored to vector 

representation extracted from multimodal data.  

Recently, aiming at effective unsupervised learning of visual 

feature, cross-modal AEs that directly process raw 2D images or 

2.5D images have been proposed. Split-brain AE proposed by 
Zhang et al. [33] splits a 2D image into two different modalities, 

i.e., luminance and color, and cross-predicts across these 

modalities by using convolutional AEs. Visual feature learned by 

the split-brain AE significantly outperforms feature obtained 

from the standard AEs. Kuga et al. [34] proposed cross-

prediction of color and depth of RGB-D images to obtain image 
features useful for semantic segmentation of RGB-D images. 

Our proposed SAT can be viewed as a variant of cross modal 

AEs since SAT cross-predicts across different 3D shape 

representations. We stress, however, that network architecture 

and training objectives for SAT are highly customized to 3D 

shapes defined by using multiple shape representations. To our 

best knowledge, our study is the first attempt that introduces 
transcoding of 3D shape representations to the problem of 

unsupervised learning of 3D shape feature. 

3. Proposed algorithm 

3.1. Overview of Shape Auto-Transcoder 

We propose a simple yet effective approach to unsupervised 
learning of 3D shape feature. The DNN called Shape Auto-

Transcoder (SAT), illustrated in Fig. 1, learns 3D shape feature 

via transcoding across multiple heterogeneous 3D shape 

representations. Assuming N 3D shape representations to train 

SAT, there are N encoders, a shared latent feature space, and N 

decoders. There is also a layer that shuffles connection between 
latent feature and decoder. N is 3 in this paper, for we chose three 

shape representations, voxels, 3D point set, and multiview 2D 

images to train SAT. Note that more 3D shape representation 

(e.g., manifold mesh) can be added to SAT if AEs for the shape 

representation is available. SAT is trained by transcoding across 

all the N
2
 combinations of input/output shape representations. In 

contrast, existing 3D shape AEs learn by encoding and decoding 

shapes in a same shape representation. By using information 

available in multiple 3D shape representations, SAT is expected 

to capture more expressive 3D shape feature than unimodal AEs. 

SAT uses a set of N-tuple for its training. Each tuple, called 

“shape tuple”, consists of N shape representations of a 3D shape 
(see Fig. 1). Using a set of polygonal 3D CAD models as the 

source, a set of shape tuples is generated for training the SAT. To 

transcode, given an input shape tuple of a 3D model S, N 

encoders of the SAT embed the N representations of S into a 

latent feature vector F in a space shared across the N 

representations. Then, N decoders reconstruct F into N shape 
representations of S. In doing so, a shape S in representation A 

may be reconstructed into any one of N shape representations. 

That is, when a representation A of a shape S is reconstructed into 

a representation B of the shape S, A may be different from B. 

This scrambling of correspondence is done by the feature 

shuffling layer placed between latent space and the decoder. 

Custom training objective function is devised to train SAT. 

Similar to standard AE, we employ shape reconstruction losses 

for each of N shape representations. In addition, we propose to 

use feature agglomeration loss that prompts distribution of latent 

features to be consistently aligned among different shape 

representations. After the training, one of encoders of SAT is 
used to extract 3D shape features. If more than one 

representations of a 3D shape are available, multiple encoders for 

the available shape representations may be combined for a more 

expressive feature. To do so, for example, multiple feature 

vectors of a 3D shape produced by multiple encoders may be 

concatenated together to form a feature vector for the 3D shape. 

3.2. Architecture of SAT 

3.2.1. Shape transcoding 

Transcoding of 3D shape representations is achieved by using 
multiple 3D shape AEs combined with a feature shuffling layer 

placed between the encoders and the decoders. Suppose that 

T  = (Svx, Sps, Smv) is an input shape tuple where Svx, Sps, and Smv 

corresponds, respectively, to 3D shapes represented as voxels, 

point set, and multiview images. The encoder part of 3D shape 

AEs transforms its corresponding input 3D shape representations 
to the embedded features. The embedded features, denoted by 

vectors fvx, fps, and fmv, have the same number of dimensions ne 

                  



(e.g., ne=128) and are normalized by their Euclidean norms. As 

N = 3, the feature vectors form a matrix F having size of 3×ne.  

The feature shuffling layer randomly alters ordering of the 

three embedded feature vectors. As shown in Eq. 1, feature 

shuffling can be computed by multiplying the permutation matrix 

P and the feature matrix F. 

vx

shuffled ps

mv

 
 

   
 
 

f

F PF P f

f

 
(1) 

The permutation matrix P is created by randomly permutating 

rows (or columns) of 3×3 identity matrix. Note that, during 

training, P is recomputed for every input shape tuple. A 

sufficiently large training iterations thus covers all the possible 
combinations (i.e., 3

2
=9 for N = 3) of input-output shape 

representation pairs for transcoding every shape tuple.  

After shuffling correspondences among input and output 

shape representations, the embedded features are fed into the 

decoders to generate transcoded 3D shapes. The embedded 

feature in the first row of Fshuffled is passed on to the voxel 
decoder. Similarly, the second row (or the third row) of Fshuffled is 

fed into the point set decoder (or the multiview image decoder). 

Consequently, the decoders produce a tuple of three transcoded 

3D shapes    = ( vx,  ps,  mv). 

3.2.2. Shape encoders 

Table 1 summarizes architectures of the encoders for 

processing the three 3D shape representations.  

Voxel encoder: The input shape Svx is represented as 3D 
occupancy grids whose resolution is 32

3
. Each grid cell has value 

1 if it overlaps with any polygon of the 3D CAD model, or 0 

otherwise. We construct the 3D-CNN with residual connection 

similar to [26]. The input 3D grids are processed, in sequence, by 

a 3D convolution (“3D conv.”) layer, six 3D residual (“3D res.”) 
blocks, and two fully-connected (“FC”) layers to produce the ne-
dimensional latent feature fvx. In Table 1, for example, 

“3D conv. (3
3
, 16, 1)” indicates 3D convolution using 16 filters 

of size 3
3
 and stride 1.  he “3D res. (3

3
, 32, 1)” convolves an 

input feature map twice using filters specified in the parentheses 

and adds the convolved feature map to the input feature map. 

“FC (512)” denotes an FC layer having 512 neurons.  

Point set encoder: Each point set Sps consists of 1,024 3D 

points randomly and uniformly sampled on surfaces of 3D CAD 

model. Sps is normalized to be zero-mean and enclosed in a unit 

sphere. We adopt PointNet [1] as the encoder DNN. The first five 

FC layers extract a set of per-point features from the input point 

set. The per-point features are then aggregated, by max pooling, 
to a single feature vector per 3D point set. The pooled feature is 

processed further by the subsequent two FC layers to produce the 

embedded feature fps having ne dimensions.  

Multiview image encoder: The input 3D shape Smv is 

represented as a set of 12 grayscale 2D images of size 64
2
 each. 

The 3D CAD model is rendered from cameras located at 12 
vertices of a regular icosahedron that encloses the 3D model. We 

base our multiview image encoder on ResNet [35]. Each image is 

first encoded to a per-view visual feature by using a 2D 

convolution (“2D conv.”) followed by eight 2D residual (“2D 

res.”) blocks. Each 2D residual block convolves an input feature 

map twice, and the convolved feature map is then added to the 
input feature map. The set of 12 per-view features is aggregated 

by max-pooling. The pooled feature is embedded, via the 

subsequent two FC layers, as the ne-dimensional latent feature fmv. 

For all the encoders described above, output of each hidden 

layer is normalized by batch normalization [36] and then 
activated by ReLU function [37]. No activation function is 

applied to the output from the last FC layer of encoders. 

3.2.3. Shape decoders 

Table 2 summarizes architectures of our 3D shape decoders. 

The voxel decoder transforms the embedded feature, which is 

selected at the feature shuffling layer, to the transcoded voxel 

representation  vx. The voxel decoder has one FC layer followed 

by five 3D deconvolution (“3D deconv.”) layers. Similarly, the 
multiview image decoder maps the embedded feature to the set of 

12 2D images  mv by using one FC layer and five 2D 

deconvolution (“2D deconv.”) layers. The point set decoder 

generates a set of 1,024 3D points  ps via three FC layers. 

Batch normalization followed by ReLU activation is applied 

to all the hidden layers of the decoders. To constrain values of 
decoder outputs, the values of transcoded voxels and multiview 

image pixels are activated by sigmoid function, while the 

coordinate value of transcoded set of points is activated by 

hyperbolic tangent function.  

Table 1 
Encoder architectures of SAT.  

voxel encoder point set encoder multiview image encoder 

layers output size layers output size layers output size 

― 32
3
×1 ― 1024×3 ― 12×64

2
×1 

3D conv. 
(3

3
, 16, 1) 

32
3
×16 

FC 
(64) 

1024×64 
2D conv. 
(3

2
, 32, 1) 

12×64
2
×32 

maxpool 16
3
×16 

FC 
(64) 

1024×64 maxpool 12×32
2
×32 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 32, 1) 

16
3
×32 

FC 
(64) 

1024×64 
2D res. 

(3
2
, 64, 1) 

12×32
2
×64 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 32, 1) 

16
3
×32 

FC 
(128) 

1024×128 
2D res. 

(3
2
, 64, 1) 

12×32
2
×64 

maxpool 8
3
×32 

FC 
(1024) 

1024×1024 maxpool 12×16
2
×64 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 64, 1) 

8
3
×64 maxpool 1×1024 

2D res. 
(3

2
, 128, 1) 

12×16
2
×128 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 64, 1) 

8
3
×64 

FC 
(512) 

512 
2D res. 

(3
2
, 128, 1) 

12×16
2
×128 

maxpool 4
3
×64 

FC 
(ne) 

ne maxpool 12×8
2
×128 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 128, 1) 

4
3
×128   

2D res. 
(3

2
, 128, 1) 

12×8
2
×128 

3D res. 
(3

3
, 128, 1) 

4
3
×128   

2D res. 
(3

2
, 128, 1) 

12×8
2
×128 

maxpool 2
3
×128   maxpool 12×4

2
×128 

FC 
(512) 

512   
2D res. 

(3
2
, 256, 1) 

12×4
2
×256 

FC 
(ne) 

ne   
2D res. 

(3
2
, 256, 1) 

12×4
2
×256 

    maxpool 1×4
2
×256 

    
FC 

(512) 
512 

    
FC 
(ne) 

ne 

 
Table 2 
Decoder architectures of SAT. 

voxel decoder point set decoder multiview image decoder 

layers output size layers output size layers output size 

― ne ― ne ― ne 

FC 
(65536) 

8
3
×128 

FC 
(512) 

512 
FC 

(98304) 
12×4

2
×512 

3D deconv. 
(3

3
, 64, 1) 

8
3
×64 

FC 
(1,024) 

1024 
2D deconv. 
(3

2
, 256, 2) 

12×8
2
×256 

3D deconv. 
(3

3
, 32, 2) 

16
3
×32 

FC 
(3,072) 

1024×3 
2D deconv. 
(3

2
, 128, 2) 

12×16
2
×128 

3D deconv. 
(3

3
, 16, 1) 

16
3
×16   

2D deconv. 
(3

2
, 64, 2) 

12×32
2
×64 

3D deconv. 
(3

3
, 8, 2) 

32
3
×8   

2D deconv. 
(3

2
, 32, 2) 

12×64
2
×32 

3D deconv. 32
3
×1   2D deconv. 12×64

2
×1 

                  



(3
3
, 1, 1) (3

2
, 1, 1) 

 

3.3. Training of SAT 

3.3.1. Objective function 

SAT is trained so that the loss function 

L = Lvx + Lps + Lmv + Lfa is minimized. Each term of L is 

described below.  

Voxel transcoding loss Lvx: We use weighted binary cross 

entropy [26] denoted by Eq. 2. In the equation, ti and oi indicate 
density of i-th voxel of ground truth shape Svx and transcoded 

shape  vx, respectively. γ controls penalty for false positives and 

false negatives. We use γ = 0.97 as suggested in [26]. 

      
332

vx

1

 log 1 1 log 1i i i i

i

L t o t o 


       (2) 

Point set transcoding loss Lps: We employ chamfer distance 

shown in Eq. 3 as set-to-set distance between ground truth point 

set Sps and transcoded point set  ps.  

psps
ps ps

ps 2 2ˆ
ˆ

min   minL


 

    
x Sy S

x S y S

x y x y  
(3) 

Multiview image transcoding loss Lmv: We use sum of L1 

distances denoted by Eq. 4 as transcoding loss of multiview 

image representation. In Eq. 4, tij (or oij) indicates j-th pixel value 

of i-th image of ground truth multiview images Smv (or 
transcoded multiview images  mv). 

212 64

mv 1
1 1

ij ij

i j

L t o
 

   (4) 

Feature agglomeration loss Lfa: In addition to the shape 

transcoding losses described above, we propose to use feature 
agglomeration loss defined by Eq. 5 for better feature embedding. 

 
 vx ps mv

fa pos neg2 2
, ,

max 0,  1L


    
f f f f

f μ f μ  
(5) 

The embedded features fvx, fps, and fmv extracted from an input 

shape tuple are pulled closer to their mean μpos than the mean μneg 
of features extracted from the shape tuples other than the input 

shape tuple. The shape tuples for computing μneg are randomly 

selected from a mini-batch of input shape tuples. Minimizing Lfa 

forces the embedded feature distributions to align consistently 

among multiple 3D shape representations. An agglomerated 

feature is expected to embody rich information about geometry of 
a 3D shape since the feature could be decoded into any one of 

shape representations used for training. 

We use Adam optimizer [38] with initial learning rate 0.001 to 

minimize the overall loss function L. Parameters of SAT are 

randomly initialized by using the algorithm by He et al. [39]. 

Each mini-batch contains eight shape 3-tuples. We iterate 
training of SAT for 200 epochs. 

3.3.2. Data augmentation 

A 3D feature is often need to be robust against translation, 

rotation, or noisy variation in coordinate values of 3D shape. We 

thus perform online data augmentation during SAT training. 

Voxel representation Svx is randomly rotated, about its upright 

axis, by either of {0, 90, 180, 270} degrees. Then, Svx is 
randomly shifted by [−2, +2] voxels along each axis. Every 3D 

point within Sps is randomly and independently jittered by value 

sampled from a normal distribution N(0, 0.01). Sps is also 

randomly rotated in the same manner as voxel representation. For 

multiview image representation Smv, every rendered 2D image is 

randomly shifted by [−4, +4] pixels along each axis. 

4. Experiments and results 

4.1. Experimental setup 

We evaluate efficacy of the 3D shape feature learned by SAT 

under 3D shape retrieval and 3D shape classification scenarios.  

Datasets: We use both synthetic and realistic 3D shape data to 
evaluate generality of the proposed SAT. As synthetic 3D shape 

datasets, we use ModelNet10 (MN10) and ModelNet40 (MN40) 

[40]. MN10 consists of the training set of 3,991 3D CAD models 

and the test set of 908 3D CAD models classified into 10 object 

categories such as bathtub, chair, and table. MN40 contains 9,843 

training 3D models and 2,468 3D models belonging to 40 
categories such as airplane, plant, and car. As a realistic 3D shape 

dataset, we adopt ScanObjectNN dataset [43]. ScanObjectNN 

contains 3D shapes reconstructed from RGB-D scans. The 3D 

shapes reconstructed from scans are significantly different from 

the CAD models since the reconstructed shapes have holes and 

cracks on the surface of objects as well as background noise. In 
our experiments, we used the subset named OBJ_ONLY where 

each reconstructed shape is preprocessed to remove backgrounds 

such as wall or floor. We used 2,309 training 3D shapes and 581 

testing 3D shapes classified into 15 indoor object categories such 

as chair, door, shelf, and sofa. Since the 3D shapes in 

ScanObjectNN are represented as colored 3D point sets, we 
converted them to polygonal 3D models by using the ball-

pivoting algorithm [47] implemented in MeshLab [44]. We 

omitted color of the 3D points as the SAT as-is does not handle 

color. Shape tuples were then created from the converted 

polygonal 3D models and were used for training and evaluation 

of SAT. 

To evaluate retrieval accuracy, SAT is first trained by using 

shape tuples created from 3D polygonal models in the training set. 

Note that, object category labels attached to the training 3D 

models are not used since our object is unsupervised (or, self-

supervised) training of SAT. After the training, retrieval accuracy 

is calculated by using the 3D models in the test set. Mean 
Average Precision (MAP) [%] is used as the numerical measure 

of retrieval accuracy. 

Classification accuracy is evaluated as follows. For the MN10 

and MN40 datasets, we follow the evaluation protocol adopted 

by the previous studies [6][27][28] for fair comparison. That is, 

SAT is first trained by using a set of nearly 50,000 3D models 
contained in the ShapeNet Core 55 dataset [41]. By using the 

encoders of the trained SAT, 3D shape features are extracted 

from the 3D models of MN10 or MN40. A linear SVM is then 

trained by using the features extracted from the training 3D 

models. Finally, the features of testing 3D models are classified 

by the SVM. For the ScanObjectNN dataset, SAT is trained by 
using 3D models in the training set. After training SAT, a linear 

SVM is trained by using the features extracted from the training 

set and the SVM is used to classify the 3D shape features of the 

test set. Micro-averaged accuracy [%] is used for the evaluation. 

Competitors: We compare the 3D shape feature learned by 

SAT against nine existing 3D shape features. They are two 
handcrafted features and seven features learned in unsupervised 

fashion. SPherical Harmonic descriptor (SPH) [22] and Light 

Field Descriptor (LFD) [24] are handcrafted features designed for 

voxel and multiview images respectively. Vconv-DAE [5], 

FoldingNet [6], Multiview Autoencoder (MVAE) [7], and CAE-

ELM [45] are autoencoders for 3D shape, each of which accepts 
a single 3D shape representation. 3D-GAN [27], Latent-GAN 

                  



[28], and VIP-GAN [46] obtain 3D shape features by using 

adversarial learning framework. 

4.2. Experimental result 

4.2.1. Comparison with existing 3D shape features 

Table 3 and Table 4 compare accuracies of 3D shape features 

obtained by the proposed SAT and its competitors. Recall that 
the encoder parts of SAT act as a feature extractor for arbitrary 

combinations of 3D shape representations that SAT learned. 

Table 3 and Table 4 thus contain results of seven features 

produced by SAT, that are, features extracted from a single shape 

representation and “combined” features obtained by 

concatenating features due to two or three shape representations. 

Table 3 as well as Table 4 indicate that SAT significantly 

outperforms the competitors especially in terms of retrieval 

accuracy. In Table 4, which shows results for ScanObjectNN 

dataset, SAT yields the best classification accuracy among the 

algorithms listed. In addition, the proposed feature is compact, 

i.e., it has only 192 dimensions even after concatenation. These 
results demonstrate that transcoding multiple shape 

representations is an effective way to learn expressive and 

compact features both of synthetic and realistic 3D shapes. 

Superiority of SAT feature to its competitors is significant 

when they are evaluated under 3D model retrieval scenario. We 

suppose this is because training of SAT involves metric learning 

via optimization using the feature agglomeration loss Lfa. We will 

experimentally evaluate impact of the feature agglomeration loss 

on the retrieval accuracy in the next section. 

4.2.2. In-depth evaluation of SAT 

In this section, we empirically verify design parameters for 
SAT algorithm. Retrieval accuracy measured in MAP is used for 

evaluation. We set ne at 64 unless otherwise stated. 

Dimensions of learned shape feature: Fig. 2 plots retrieval 

accuracies against dimensions ne for the latent feature space 

formed by SAT. Since we used the concatenated feature of three 

input shape representations, actual number of feature dimensions 

is 3×ne. For all the datasets we used in the experiment, learned 

3D shape features perform well in matching 3D shapes even with 
low dimensional feature embedding (e.g., ne=8).  

Architecture of encoder DNNs: This subsection evaluates 

influence that the network architecture of the shape encoders has 

on retrieval accuracy. To this end, we constructed four variants of 

SAT, whose encoder DNNs are wider, narrower, deeper, and 

shallower compared to the baseline architecture shown in Table 1. 
The wider or narrower encoder was constructed by doubling or 

halving the number of neurons in all the hidden layers of the 

baseline encoder DNNs. The deeper and shallower encoders were 

created as follows. For the voxel and multiview image encoders, 

we increased or decreased the number of residual blocks placed 

between the two max-pooling layers by one. For the point set 
encoder, we increased or decreased the number of fully-

connected layers having 64 neurons by two layers. We fixed ne at 

64 for all the variants of SAT. Table 5 compares retrieval 

accuracies of SATs having different encoder architectures. All 

the SATs yields high MAP score of more than 60%. This result 

suggests that our SAT works robustly against changes of the 
encoder architecture, especially changes in the number of 

neurons and the number of layers of encoder DNNs. 

Table 5 

Influence that encoder architectures of SAT has on retrieval 

accuracy (ModelNet40 dataset).  

encoder architecture of SAT retrieval accuracy (MAP) 

baseline shown in Table 1 61.1 

wider 61.3 

narrower 60.3 

deeper 61.3 

Table 3 
Accuracy comparison with the existing algorithms on the 

synthetic ModelNet datasets. (V: voxel, P: point set, M: 

multiview images, *: our implementation) 

algorithm 

3D shape  

representation feature 

dim. 

retrieval 

accuracy (MAP) 

classification 

accuracy 

training 
feature 

extraction 
MN10 MN40 MN10 MN40 

SPH ― V   544 44.1 33.3 79.8 68.2 

LFD ― M 4,700 49.8 40.9 79.9 75.5 

Vconv-DAE V V 6,192 ― ― 80.5 75.5 

Vconv-DAE* V V 6,192 65.2 49.2 90.9 87.3 

CAE-ELM V V ― ― ― 91.4 84.4 

3D-GAN V V 7,168 ― ― 91.0 83.3 

Latent-GAN P P   512 ― ― 95.3 85.7 

VIP-GAN M M 4,096 ― ― 90.2 92.2 

FoldingNet P P   512 ― ― 94.4 88.4 

FoldingNet* P P   512 67.3 52.4 91.2 86.6 

MVAE* M M     30 50.1 31.2 ― ― 

SAT V, P, M V     64 71.9 58.7 90.5 86.3 

SAT V, P, M P     64 71.8 58.7 91.1 85.9 

SAT V, P, M M     64 70.3 60.5 91.0 86.5 

SAT V, P, M V, P   128 72.5 59.7 91.9 87.2 
SAT V, P, M V, M   128 72.0 59.2 92.0 88.8 
SAT V, P, M P, M   128 72.0 61.0 92.0 89.3 
SAT V, P, M V, P, M   192 72.7 61.1 93.0 89.4 
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Fig. 2. Retrieval accuracy plotted against the number of 

dimensions ne for the latent feature space. 
Table 4 

Accuracy comparison with the existing algorithms on   

ScanObjectNN dataset including realistic 3D shapes. (V: voxel, 

P: point set, M: multiview images, *: our implementation) 

algorithm 

3D shape  

representation feature 

dim. 

retrieval 

accuracy (MAP) 

classification 

accuracy 
training 

feature 

extraction 

Vconv-DAE* V V 6,192 33.7 72.8 

FoldingNet* P P   512 33.6 65.9 

MVAE* M M     30 21.7 ― 

SAT V, P, M V     64 37.3 69.0 

SAT V, P, M P     64 37.1 70.2 

SAT V, P, M M     64 36.9 71.3 

SAT V, P, M V, P   128 38.0 72.3 
SAT V, P, M V, M   128 39.0 73.0 
SAT V, P, M P, M   128 38.9 73.1 
SAT V, P, M V, P, M   192 39.1 74.9 

      

                  



shallower 60.9 

Retrieval among different shape representations: SAT 

learns the latent feature space shared by multiple shape 

representations. Thus, the learned feature can be used for 

comparison between different shape representations. Table 6 

shows retrieval accuracies when retrieval target 3D models are 
queried by 3D models having different shape representation from 

the targets. Accuracies vary only small amount, regardless of if 

the paired representations are identical or not.  

Table 6 

Retrieval accuracy (MAP) between same and different shape 
representation pairs (MN40 dataset). 

query 

shape representation 

target shape representation 

voxel point set multiview images 

voxel 58.7 58.2 58.6 

point set 58.2 58.7 58.9 

multiview images 58.7 59.2 60.5 

 

Table 7 

Ablation study on SAT (MN40 dataset). 

transcoding 
feature 

agglomeration 

data 

augmentation 

shape representation retrieval 

accuracy 

(MAP) 
training 

feature 

extraction 

Yes Yes Yes V, P, M V, P, M 61.1 

Yes Yes No V, P, M V, P, M 52.8 

Yes No Yes V, P, M V, P, M 59.4 

No No Yes V, P, M V, P, M 55.8 

Yes Yes Yes V, P V, P 59.0 

Yes Yes Yes V, M V, M 53.3 

Yes Yes Yes P, M P, M 59.3 

No No Yes V V 51.2 

No No Yes P P 54.1 

No No Yes M M 49.5 

 

Visualization of embedded feature space: Fig. 3 visualizes 

the latent feature space learned by SAT. We used t-SNE 

algorithm [42] for visualization. In Fig. 3(a), embedded features 

of MN10 dataset are fairly well-separated into clusters by object 
category. In addition, features of objects in a class encoded from 

different shape representations are clustered close together. Such 

a latent feature space enables comparison among different shape 

representations as demonstrated in Table 6. Fig. 3(b) is the 

learned feature space formed by the realistic 3D shapes in 

ScanObjectNN. In Fig. 3(b), some feature clusters consist of 
multiple object categories. Apparently, transcoding realistic 3D 

shapes that have holes and cracks on their surface is more 

difficult than transcoding 3D CAD models.  

Ablation study: Table 7 summarizes results of ablation study 

on SAT using the retrieval scenario. We evaluated efficacy of 

three components of SAT, that are, transcoding, feature 
agglomeration, and data augmentation. To disable transcoding, 

the permutation matrix P in the feature shuffling layer is fixed to 

an identity matrix during SAT training. To disable feature 

agglomeration, the term Lfa is omitted from the overall objective 

function. Table 7 indicates each of the three components is 

essential to learn accurate 3D shape feature.  

We also evaluated the effectiveness of using three shape 

representations (i.e., voxel, point set, and multiview images) for 

training of SAT. As shown in Table 7, reducing the number of 

shape representations for training significantly decreases MAP of 

learned 3D shape feature. We speculate accuracy of 3D shape 

feature of SAT can be improved further if additional 3D shape 

representations (e.g., manifold mesh) and their corresponding 

encoders and decoders are available for training. 

Shape transcoding: Fig. 4 exemplifies transcoded 3D shapes 

produced by the decoders of trained SAT. We fed a single shape 

representation of testing 3D model in MN40 into SAT. The 

embedded feature of the input is fed into all the decoders to 

reconstruct 3D shapes. Despite some geometrical error, each 

input shape is reconstructed into 3D shapes in three 
representations yet having the same object category as the input. 

Computational efficiency: For all the experiments reported 

Fig. 3. Visualization of embedded features of the 3D shapes in 

the test set of (a) MN10 and (b) ScanObjectNN. Color of plot 

indicates object category and shape of plot corresponds to input 

3D shape representation. For clarity, (b) plots the features 

belonging to 10 out of 15 categories in ScanObjectNN. 
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Fig. 4. Examples of shape transcoding by SAT (MN40 test set). 
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above, we used a PC having an Intel Core i7 6700 CPU, an 

Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU, and 64GB RAM. Our SAT 
fits in a common desktop PC since SAT consumed 6.7GB of 

RAM and 2.5GB of VRAM during training on MN40 dataset. 

Iterating the training of SAT for 200 epochs took about 11 hours. 

Feature extraction from one minibatch including eight shape 

tuples took about 0.04 seconds, which would be sufficiently fast 

for the purpose of shape retrieval and shape classification.  

5. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we introduced the idea of transcoding randomly 

across multiple 3D shape representations to obtain accurate and 

compact 3D shape feature under the constraint of unsupervised 
learning. We implemented the idea as a DNN called Shape Auto-

Transcoder (SAT). SAT consists of a dedicated DNN architecture 

combined and a set of training objectives designed to learn 

expressive 3D geometric feature. SAT is trained so that it could 

transcode across multiple 3D shape representations such as voxel, 

3D point set, and multiview 2D images of a 3D shape. In the 
process, the SAT synergistically captures expressive shape 

feature from multiple shape representations of the 3D shape. We 

verified efficacy of 3D shape feature learned by SAT through the 

experiments of 3D shape retrieval and 3D shape classification. 

SAT produces 3D shape feature more accurate and more compact 

than the existing 3D shape features learned in an unsupervised 
manner. 

As future work, we will increase the number of 3D shape 

representations for training of SAT. We consider using, for 

example, singly-connected manifold mesh or polygon soup 

model to incorporate richer information about 3D geometry into 

SAT training. We also intend to further explore the architecture 
of the encoder/decoder DNNs for SAT to obtain better learned 

3D shape features. 
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